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Abstract:
This paper explores the theme of continuity and change in the history of Scottish juvenile justice, drawing attention to the longer historical view which enables us to focus on the underlying continuities between nineteenth and twentieth century developments. In this context the paper presents a number of key research findings based on extensive primary research on Victorian and Edwardian Scotland. These focus on three areas: the role of reformatory and industrial schools, the operation of the early juvenile courts and the impact of new scientific discourses. The paper argues that these insights are of value in supporting an interpretation of reform which in many ways complements explanations in the existing literature but is also distinctive in placing particular weight on mid nineteenth century philanthropic dynamism as a primary catalyst of reform.
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Introduction
This paper explores the theme of continuity and change in the history of Scottish juvenile justice. In doing so it emphasises the role of nineteenth century philanthropic activism as a vehicle for the reform of juvenile justice. It also draws attention to the longer historical view which enables us to focus on the underlying continuities between nineteenth and twentieth century developments. This is a perspective based on extensive primary research on the history of juvenile justice in Victorian and Edwardian Scotland, which examines a wide range of sources including court reports, legislation, parliamentary papers, inspectorate reports, newspapers, periodicals and the writings of those active in juvenile justice reform.

It is in this context that the paper presents a number of key research findings some of which modify, complement or, to a certain degree, conflict with existing scholarly work in this area. The first key finding concerns the Victorian network of reformatory and industrial schools for criminal and destitute children. The paper calls for re-evaluation of the role of these institutions; this involves recognising their public function as an arm of the criminal justice
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system. The second point concerns the juvenile court. While recognising the importance of the creation of the juvenile court under the Children Act 1908, the paper argues this should not be viewed as a radical departure. The case reports show that for the most part the early juvenile court in Scotland continued to operate in much the same way as the pre-existing courts in that there was considerable continuity with existing legislation and practice. And the third issue addressed is the influence of scientific discourse on the way young offenders were perceived: it is argued here that the new scientific ideas were less pervasive than has sometimes been suggested. Although new positivist ideas were making inroads in certain areas, there is evidence that these sometimes met with strong resistance from those who refused to countenance the notion that children who offended were in any fundamental sense different from other children or disposed towards criminal conduct for some recently discovered scientific reason.

The paper goes on to argue that these insights are of value in supporting an interpretation of reform which in many ways complements explanations in the existing literature but is also distinctive in placing particular weight on mid-nineteenth century philanthropic dynamism as a primary catalyst of reform. Other writers have concentrated more on the fin de siècle era as initiating reform processes. Considerable attention has been focused on this period. For instance David Garland\(^2\) has influentially argued that the period 1895 to 1914 was an especially transformative time for the criminal justice system across Britain, marked by a discernible departure from Victorian criminal justice towards a system concerned with classification of offenders, new knowledges and individual reformation. This was an altered penal landscape, a modern penal complex,\(^3\) which challenged established principles of classical legal philosophy such as proportionality, equality and uniform treatment. Instead, it offered a regime of ‘individualisation’ tailored to particular offenders\(^4\) and an important element in this penal apparatus was the new juvenile court which gave scope for wider, state sanctioned intervention into the domestic world of the family.\(^5\)

Martin Wiener\(^6\) also detects fundamental changes occurring at this time of upheaval associated with the birth of the welfare state. However, he adopts a more culturally directed approach than Garland’s political interpretation, paying more attention to the effect of wider cultural forces on penal policy. Many other scholars also point to landmark changes
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occurring around this time, identifying similar themes to those underlined by Garland and Wiener, with the growth of the state, the search for new methods such as probation and the impact of emerging disciplines including criminal anthropology. Hendrick, for example, stresses the impact of new scientific knowledges like child psychology and psychiatry. Bradley also demonstrates the way new knowledges and discourses influenced those engaged in reforming juvenile justice in the early twentieth century. Similarly, Logan’s analysis of the ‘gendering’ of the juvenile courts looks at those directly engaged in juvenile justice reform and the way this related to feminism, socialism and policy networks. Bailey’s study pays particular attention to political discourse and policy-making surrounding delinquency and citizenship in the wake of the Great War and the inter-war period. And Behlmer’s analysis convincingly makes the connection between the 1908 statute and the burgeoning body of Victorian child welfare legislation. Common to many of these studies is a recognition of the consolidation and codification of the law relating to children in the Children Act 1908 while at the same time seeing in the statute’s emphasis on child welfare a template for the future of juvenile justice for many decades to come. My research on the situation in Scotland reinforces the point that there were many continuities with the nineteenth century history and sees the Children Act 1908 as a natural staging post on a well signed road to reform.

However, my research is more focused on locating the origins of reform in the mid-nineteenth century with the rise of dynamic philanthropic activism to create diversionary systems to address the needs of the marginalised and neglected children of the streets who, almost inevitably, were drawn into the ambit of the criminal justice system, whether for minor crime or simple vagrancy: indeed it was often the case that their very mode of life ensured that they could not avoid transgressing the laws prohibiting vagrancy. My research on
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developments in Scotland argues that the route to juvenile justice reform was shaped by the interaction between voluntary, philanthropic action in the form of the Scottish industrial school movement and state intervention as the state stepped in to assume statutory regulation of industrial and reformatory schools. The associated combination of centralising influences and standardising UK legislation was to impact negatively on the original Scottish system of day industrial schools, ultimately subverting its welfare-based ideals of reform. This is an argument which I have explored more fully elsewhere but which I will briefly summarise in the next section of this paper. But for the moment, the crucial point here is that this new periodization allows us to see things differently, re-directing our gaze onto the longer view. This wider picture brings greater clarity to the important continuities between the nineteenth and twentieth century history, allowing us to see the areas of underlying stability. It also permits us to see that some features of the world of penal welfare, such as the effect of new scientific knowledges, were not completely visible until well into the twentieth century.

In presenting evidence to support my argument this paper draws on a number of sources in particular, including the Report of the Morton Committee set up to review juvenile justice in Scotland in 1925, archival case reports, statutory material, reports delivered by the UK Inspectorate of reformatory and industrial schools, newspapers and other primary material. It should be noted that the contemporary commentators cited in this paper are mainly concerned with the situation in England or the UK generally without specific reference to Scotland, with the notable exception of David Barrie’s and Susan Broomhall’s recent book on Scottish police courts, Linda Mahood’s study of Scottish child saving institutions and Andrew Ralston’s article on Scottish industrial and reformatory schools. In general the Scottish dimension has received little scholarly attention until recently and it is hoped that this paper will encourage further interest in this important aspect of juvenile justice history. The next section considers the re-evaluation of industrial and reformatory schools. The
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paper will then focus on the Children Act 1908 and the early juvenile courts in Scotland before going on to examine the question of scientific discourse.

1 Reformatory and Industrial Schools in the Victorian Criminal Justice System

One of the hallmarks of the Victorian era in Britain was public intervention in the private sphere in the form of legislative action, particularly in relation to child welfare. Nowhere was this interplay between the public and the private more evident than in the operation of reformatory and industrial schools catering for criminal and destitute children. Here we can witness the obvious co-opting of voluntary, philanthropic action by the state from the mid nineteenth century onwards with the assumption of legislative control over previously private reform initiatives. In the area of juvenile justice this took the form of statutory regulation of industrial and reformatory schools.

In the 1840s and 1850s philanthropists north and south of the border pioneered diversionary approaches to juvenile offenders. To present a necessarily truncated version of events, the reformatory movement in England and the day industrial school system in Scotland combined forces to campaign for a statutory framework governing diversionary institutions for criminal and destitute children. My research shows that, although there were significant differences in ethos and approach between the Scottish and English reform movements, they both regarded a statutory base and the financial benefits it offered as a solid foundation on which to develop and expand networks of reform. The resulting body of legislation governing certified industrial and reformatory schools began with two statutes enacted in 1854: the Reformatory Schools (Scotland) Act 1854 or Dunlop’s Act which applied to Scotland and the Youthful Offenders Act 1854 which was a UK measure. Over the ensuing 12 years a number of statutes followed, some applying to Scotland and some to England, or to both. Over time the statutory system became firmly embedded in a complex standardising process which was accentuated by the appointment of a national inspectorate to oversee the institutions throughout the UK; this exerted pressure for uniformity of approach in both jurisdictions. All of this culminated in 1866 with consolidating UK legislation, the Reformatory Schools Act 1866 and the Industrial Schools Act 1866. Although
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altered in some respects by amending legislation, the 1866 Acts remained in force at the end of the nineteenth century and were the principal statutes defining the conditions under which children were admitted to certified schools. This legislative process, and the centralising pressures for uniformity accompanying it, had unforeseen consequences: ultimately, the distinctiveness of the welfare-based Scottish day industrial system was sacrificed, its original ideals gradually undermined as it was subsumed into the national UK mould which shaped residential industrial and reformatory schools of a penal character.22 This was a prime example of philanthropic effort being co-opted by the state.

The considerable scale of the statutory system of reformatory and industrial schools raises a number of important issues. At the end of the nineteenth century there were about 24,000 children under detention in the 50 reformatories and 141 industrial schools across Britain, with around 5,500 of these detained as inmates in 43 Scottish institutions.23 The magnitude of this network of schools calls for a reassessment of the relative significance of reformatory and industrial schools within the nineteenth century criminal justice system. The schools were not simply private institutions on the fringes of the system, as the existing literature on the UK network of schools has sometimes suggested: for example, while recognising the influential role of the schools in terms of their reformatory ethos, Garland makes reference to the schools being positioned on the ‘margins’ of the criminal justice system in Britain.24 Similarly, other scholars such as Mahood, Cale and Moore have placed less emphasis on the legal significance of the schools as part of the criminal justice system, placing their primary focus on the sociological study of the schools as child saving institutions.25 Although all the schools were under independent management and were run on the ‘voluntary principle,’ they were regulated by statute, children were ordered to them by the courts and they were under Home Office direction. They were under statutory inspection, received public funding and were very much viewed as an integral part of the criminal justice system. They may not have been state prisons but, as statutorily certified institutions to which many children were sent by the courts, they were central to the running of criminal justice system.26 The public function of the schools was widely recognised and debated in Parliament in 1866 when the consolidating legislation was under consideration. One MP explained the position of the schools as ‘public institutions’: ‘These schools were originally

22 Kelly, ‘Criminalisation of Children in Scotland’.
26 Under section 12 Reformatory Schools Act 1866, the Home Secretary was required to produce rules regulating reformatories.
founded upon the voluntary principle, but they had become in some degree state institutions, and were partly maintained by public money.  

All of this necessitates re-evaluating their position in recognition of the important place they occupied within the criminal justice system. This reassessment has significant implications for ideas about reformation of individual offenders. There is a scholarly consensus that a focus on individual reformation developed in Britain at the end of the nineteenth century, marking a departure from the Victorian ideal of uniformity in dealing with convicted criminals. Wiener, Garland and others have convincingly presented this argument, showing that the closing years of the century witnessed a burgeoning interest in new knowledges and discourses which placed the emphasis on employing scientific insights to understand individual offenders. But there is also clear evidence from studying primary sources, such as the annual reports of the inspectorate of reformatory and industrial schools, that the ethos of the reformatory school system throughout Britain was from its origins in the mid-nineteenth century based on developing programmes of reformation to meet the needs of the individual offenders. This indicates that discourses of individual reformation were widely disseminated across Britain far earlier than previously thought. There has been appreciation of the definite influence of the schools as a Victorian example of institutionalised reformation of a religious kind by scholars such as Garland. However, the accompanying perception of the schools as being somewhat marginal to the whole criminal justice project has meant that their significance has been rather understated. It was a prime aim of the influential first national inspector of reformatory and industrial schools, Sydney Turner, that reformatory schools should adapt their programmes of reformation to meet the needs of the individual offender:

Reformatory training is of necessity essentially based upon religious influences. Little permanent impression can be made unless a sense of religious duty is aroused and religious affections awakened. For this simple free Scriptural teaching with careful personal application to the individual character is specially required.

That this was the ideal method advocated by Turner, who assiduously oversaw the inspection of the large network of schools throughout the UK from his appointment in the mid-1850s, does not entirely correspond with the widely held scholarly opinion that notions of individual reformation were unfamiliar in the mid-nineteenth century: a view expressed, for
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example, by Garland’s assertion that in the Victorian criminal justice system ‘each individual was treated “exactly alike” with no reference being made to his or criminal type or individual character.’\textsuperscript{32} Similarly, Wiener refers to the ‘hallowed nineteenth century principle of uniform treatment.’\textsuperscript{33} Turner’s comments suggest this idea requires qualification and that some concept of individual reformation had wide currency in the mid nineteenth century.

2 The Children Act 1908 and the Creation of the Juvenile Court

In many ways the Children Act 1908 was very significant for children in the criminal justice system, effectively removing the option of child imprisonment in all but exceptional cases and setting out the statutory framework for juvenile courts in the UK. Known as the Children’s Charter, the Act was lauded as the crowning point of a gradual process of statutory recognition of the vulnerability of children.\textsuperscript{34} Writing in 1909 a distinguished London magistrate, William Clarke Hall, described the Act as ‘a great charter of the helpless.’\textsuperscript{35} And its Parliamentary champion, Herbert Samuel, Under-Secretary at the Home Office, described it as a measure ‘so striking and important’ that it was fully deserving of wide public and parliamentary support.\textsuperscript{36} Behlmer is in no doubt that English reformers, inspired by the success of American experiments, saw the proposed new juvenile courts as ushering in the ‘dawn of the modern age.’\textsuperscript{37} Similarly, Heywood concludes that the Act represented ‘a great and fundamental step in child protection.’\textsuperscript{38} However, despite its reputation as a landmark measure, it will be argued here that the Act was less of a watershed than has been supposed.

The Act should be located in the context of a body of Liberal social welfare measures concerned with infant welfare such as provision of school meals and school medical inspection.\textsuperscript{39} In keeping with this protective vision, the Act addressed a diverse range of issues including prevention of cruelty to children, infant life protection and prohibitions on the sale of tobacco to children. Under the Act courts of summary jurisdiction hearing children’s cases were required to sit as juvenile courts ‘either in a different building or room from that in which the ordinary sittings of the court are held, or on different days or at different times from

\textsuperscript{33} Wiener, \textit{Reconstructing the Criminal}, p.367.
\textsuperscript{35} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{37} Behlmer, \textit{Friends of the Family}, p.245.
those at which the ordinary sittings are held. Only those directly concerned with the case were allowed to attend except by leave of the court.

The introduction of juvenile courts in the UK should be viewed in the wider context of the development of juvenile courts in other jurisdictions with the US being of special influence. The atmosphere in which the first American juvenile court was created in Cook County Chicago in 1899 was one which regarded the new social sciences as central, with great interest in uncovering the social causes of crime and 'socialising justice.' Medical-therapeutic ideas of individualised treatment of juvenile ‘delinquents’ and ‘dependents’ were given free rein with expert advice on hand to deliver appropriate treatment in each case. Informality and a lack of procedural constraints were regarded as key. A defining feature of the American juvenile court was its paternalist ideology which manifested itself in the concept of ‘parens patriae,’ which meant that the child was regarded as a child of the state and the court acted as a parental court.

But, of course, there was wide variation in the way reforms such as the juvenile court were implemented in individual jurisdictions. The newly created Scottish juvenile court was a far cry from the American version: magistrates in the Scottish courts lacked special expertise in children’s cases and medical-therapeutic notions of individualised treatment were of little influence. Unlike the American juvenile courts, the new Scottish juvenile courts were formal and adhered to procedural requirements. In essence, the courts continued to conduct business much as before with the main difference that the juvenile court separated children off from adults appearing in court by being conducted at a different time from the adult
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courts. This was confirmed by the evidence of witnesses appearing before the Committee on Reformatory and Industrial Schools in 1914. For instance the Chief Constable of Dundee, John Carmichael, was asked whether there was a special magistrate for the juvenile court in Dundee:

No, the ordinary magistrate. The sitting is heard in the ordinary police court room, but at a different hour from the ordinary police court, and the children do not meet with adult criminals coming to the court. Our ordinary sitting is half – past nine and the juvenile court is at half past ten. If the ordinary police court is sitting at that later hour the children are all taken to a separate room and do not rub shoulders with the ordinary criminal at all.

This makes plain that, while one of the main objectives of establishing the Children Act, the segregation of children appearing in court, had been realised, that of ensuring that children’s cases were dealt with by those with a special knowledge of children had not. And Edinburgh magistrate, James Rose, confirmed there was no special magistrate for the children’s court in Edinburgh either:

Are you in any sense a magistrate of the children’s court? Is there a children’s court in Edinburgh with separate magistrates?
No, we all just take our turn.
Do the whole of the magistrates take their turn of that work?
Yes.

James Rose went on to criticise the use of the juvenile court to deal with child offenders, especially in view of the extremely minor nature of most of the offences, such as playing football in the street or ‘hanging on to tramway cars’. He emphasised that appearing in court was a traumatic and stigmatising experience:

To describe them as children’s courts only means that the children brought before them are not now brought into contact with the demoralising sights and disclosures of the ordinary police or criminal courts. This is certainly an improvement, but the institution of these courts has not removed to any extent the difficulty felt by most judges in dealing with children brought before them, in most cases for petty offences for which it is not easy to prescribe the adequate penalty or treatment ... I think an effort should be made to remove from our courts the prosecution of children.

This scathing critique illustrates the frustration felt by some magistrates, indicating that while the early juvenile court kept children separate from adult offenders, it was certainly not a

47 See Leon Radzinowicz and Roger Hood, The Emergence of Penal Policy in Victorian and Edwardian England (A History of English Criminal Law, Vol 5), London, Steven & Sons, 1986, p.631; this gives a perspective on the English juvenile court, noting that early examples of juvenile courts were set up in England after one was established in Birmingham in 1905.
48 Departmental Committee Report on Reformatory and Industrial Schools in Scotland, 1914-16 [Cmd. 7887].
49 Ibid. p.809.
50 Ibid. p.291.
51 Ibid. p.290.
properly specialist court. This criticism could also have been justifiably levelled at the newly created juvenile courts in England and Wales: according to Radzinowicz and Hood the juvenile court in practice was ‘far short of the radical version of a true family welfare court ...The legislation was little more than a device to dissociate young delinquents from adult criminals.’

If we look some years ahead, to the committee appointed in 1925 under the chairmanship of Sir George Morton K.C. to investigate the treatment and training of young people and young offenders requiring care and protection, we can see that little had changed in Scotland. Reporting in 1928, the committee lamented the continuing absence of specialist magistrates:

> In no Scottish town, so far as we are aware, have arrangements been made to delegate the work of the juvenile court to one or perhaps two Magistrates specially chosen because they have experience of the difficulties of youth and understand the problem of juvenile delinquency.

To remedy this, the Morton Report recommended the setting up of a widespread system of specially constituted justice of the peace juvenile courts manned by those particularly qualified to deal with children’s cases. This proposal was statutorily enshrined in the Children and Young Persons (Scotland) Act 1932 which allowed for such courts to be set up by the authority of the Secretary of State in areas where the local authorities requested them. Only four areas elected to introduce these courts: Aberdeen, Ayrshire, Fife and Renfrewshire. In England, on the other hand, following the recommendation of the English Young Offenders Committee, similarly constituted courts were set up as juvenile courts under the Children and Young Persons Act 1933. Of course, as Logan’s work on the reshaping of London’s juvenile justice system shows, the capital had taken the lead in
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creating specialist juvenile court panels under the Juvenile Courts (Metropolis) Act 1920.\textsuperscript{59}

But it was only in the wake of the English Act in 1933 that the concept of specialised juvenile courts was truly crystallised south of the border. For Scotland, regretfully, this notion was only realised in an extremely limited way for the first half of the twentieth century.

It seems that, in practice, by the mid-1920s the implementation of the provisions of the Children Act 1908 in Scotland left much to be desired. Certainly, the Morton Report did not mince its words in describing failures to respect the Act’s provisions:

We do not think that what we may describe as the spirit of the Children Act was generally observed. The Act provides that juvenile courts be held in a different building or room from that in which the ordinary sittings of the court are held, or on different days or at different times from those at which the adult court meets. In many districts, the provisions of the Act were complied with in the past merely by holding the juvenile court in the forenoon at an hour immediately before or immediately after the ordinary police court. We strongly deplore this practice. There has been the possibility of contact, more or less direct, with those who frequent the adult court, and indeed we have had evidence that, after the juvenile court was held in one police court, juvenile offenders under 14 years of age were allowed to remain during the hearing of adult cases. This is, of course, a contravention of section 115 of the Children Act.\textsuperscript{60}

The evidence here supports the conclusion that the chief importance of the creation of the early juvenile court in this period was on the conceptual level in its recognition of the special position of children.

While the creation of the juvenile court was a significant step conceptually, it is important to appreciate that in practice the new juvenile court did not greatly change the way children were treated. For instance, analysis of the grounds of admission to industrial and reformatory schools reveals that they were not significantly expanded by the 1908 Children’s Act, which in the main consolidated the earlier legislation governing admissibility and added one or two amendments. There was little that was innovative in section 58 listing the conditions of admission to industrial schools. It replicated the provisions of the Industrial Schools Act 1866 concerned with begging, wandering, being found destitute, frequenting the company of thieves, being ‘refractory’ in a workhouse or poor law school and being beyond control. It also repeated section 1 of the Industrial Schools Amendment Act 1880 concerned with a child found residing with prostitutes. There were only two completely new provisions. The first related to the admission of a girl to an industrial school if she was the daughter of someone convicted of a sexual offence in respect of his daughters under section 4 or 5 of the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885. The second was section 58(1)(d) which provided

\textsuperscript{59} Logan, ‘A Suitable Person for Suitable Cases’; Logan, ‘Policy Networks and the Juvenile Court’.  
\textsuperscript{60} Report of the Morton Committee, p.51.
that a child was liable to be sent to an industrial school where his parent was ‘by reason of criminal or drunken habits unfit to have care of the child.’\textsuperscript{61} There was some adjustment of the earlier provisions relating to child offenders: where a child under 12 was charged with an offence he could be admitted to an industrial school but the requirement under section 15 of the 1866 Act that there should be no previous conviction was dispensed with.\textsuperscript{62} Moreover, a child of 12 or 13 with no previous conviction could be sent to an industrial school if the court was ‘satisfied that the character and antecedents of the child are such that he will not exercise an evil influence over the other children in a certified industrial school.’\textsuperscript{63} In relation to reformatories a child convicted of an offence between the ages of 12 and 16 could be admitted to a reformatory, as previously; but the minimum age of admission was fixed at 12 so that younger children with a previous conviction were no longer admissible.\textsuperscript{64} In general, though, the provisions were much the same.

Even the section enabling magistrates to admit children where their parents were deemed unfit by reason of criminal and drunken habits was not completely new, as criminality of parents had been a ground of admission since the mid nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{65} Under the 1866 industrial school legislation children in a workhouse or poorhouse school with a parent in prison had been candidates for admission.\textsuperscript{66} Similarly, under the Prevention of Crimes Act 1871, children of a woman twice convicted of crime could be sent to an industrial school.\textsuperscript{67} The important point about this pattern of underlying stability is that it somewhat undermines the view held by some scholars that the juvenile court was a central element of a new world of penal welfarism where there was extended capacity for interventionism and control over family life. This argument was influentially made by David Garland who associated the new juvenile courts across Britain with a different form of penality characterised by specialist expertise, probationary investigation, and increased surveillance.\textsuperscript{68} A key point emphasised in his argument in relation to the 1908 Act was that it introduced the notion that family problems were ‘to be administered not solely by charity and voluntary social work, but through a series of public channels presided over by the specialist juvenile court.’\textsuperscript{69} And in Herbert Samuel’s declaration that the state should intervene where home discipline had

\textsuperscript{61} Section 58 (1)(d).
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\textsuperscript{65} Section 58(1)(d)
\textsuperscript{66} Section 17 Industrial Schools Act 1866.
\textsuperscript{67} Section 14.
\textsuperscript{68} Garland, Punishment and Welfare, p. 222.
\textsuperscript{69} Ibid.
failed, Garland detected ‘the extension of state interventionism beyond the limits of offence
type stipulated by the criminal law.’\textsuperscript{70} John Clarke also supported the idea that from its
inception the juvenile court was invested with the power to ‘intervene to rescue the child
from the vagaries of working-class socialisation.’\textsuperscript{71} Other scholars, most notably Donzelot,
have also drawn attention to the extensive scope of the juvenile court for exercising control
over family relations.\textsuperscript{72} So, with Donzelot writing on the French situation and Lasch\textsuperscript{73}
making observations in a similar vein on the American experience, this has been a familiar
Foucauldian theme in studies of the juvenile court apparatus in other jurisdictions too.\textsuperscript{74}

However, my archival research on industrial and reformatory school admissions in Victorian
Scotland shows that there was considerable scope for judicially sanctioned intrusion into
domestic circumstances well before the appearance of juvenile courts.\textsuperscript{75} This is evident from
an examination of cases concerned with admissions to industrial schools in Edinburgh\textsuperscript{76}
which reveals that from the 1880s many cases were brought to court at the instance of the
Royal Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (RSSPCC) whose methods
were particularly invasive.

The rise of the English branch of the organisation (RSPCC) under its charismatic leader,
Benjamin Waugh, and the society’s tireless campaign in the interests of child protection
south of the border have been well documented by Behlmer: his study charts the far
reaching impact of this voluntary organisation dedicated to the care and safety of vulnerable
children with its network of local inspectors ready to investigate suspected cases of child
abuse.\textsuperscript{77} The work of Mahood\textsuperscript{78} and Clapton\textsuperscript{79} also shows that the Scottish version of the

\textsuperscript{70} Garland, \textit{Punishment and Welfare}, p.223.
\textsuperscript{71} J. Clarke, ‘The three Rs – repression, rescue and rehabilitation; ideologies of control for working
class youth’, CCCS stencilled occasional paper, 41, 1975. Quoted in Garland, \textit{Punishment and
Welfare}, p.223.
gender, class and family} for discussion of Donzelot’s influence.
\textsuperscript{73} Christopher Lasch, \textit{Haven in a Heartless World; the Family Besieged}, New York, Basic Books,
1979.
\textsuperscript{74} See Behlmer’s references to Donzelot, Lasch and commentators on English juvenile justice.
\textsuperscript{75} Behlmer, \textit{Friends of the Family}, p.231; J.W. Scott, ‘The History of the Family as an Affective Unit’,
\textit{Social History}, 4(3) 1979 509-516; Michel Foucault, \textit{Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison},
\textsuperscript{76} Kelly, ‘Criminalisation of Children in Scotland’; archival material on industrial school admissions in
Edinburgh from 1871 up to 1935 is available in the Industrial School Complaints Books for Edinburgh
presented in large volumes with details of the burgh court process relating to each child: Industrial
School Complaints Books 1871-1935, Edinburgh City Archives.
\textsuperscript{77} Kelly, ‘Criminalisation of Children in Scotland’; Industrial School Complaints Books 1871-1935,
Edinburgh City Archives.
\textsuperscript{78} George K.Behlmer, \textit{Child Abuse and Moral Reform}, California, Stanford University Press, 1982;
Behlmer \textit{Friends of the Family}.
\textsuperscript{79} Mahood, \textit{Policing gender, class and family}.
organisation was equally assiduous in its efforts to rescue children deemed to be at risk in some sense, whether through abuse or exposure to potential corruption.

Commonly known as ‘the cruelty,’ the Society’s inspectors assumed the responsibility of intervening in cases involving possible neglect: they were particularly vigilant in inspecting even the personal cleanliness, beds and bedding, home conditions, character and earnings of families. 80 Sometimes assisted by other associations such as missionary groups, the RSSPCC was extremely active in Edinburgh. My research reveals that they vigorously rescued neglected children who were reported to them or discovered wandering destitute on the street, making it their business to direct them promptly, via the burgh court, to institutional care in an industrial school. 81 The scope for intrusion entailed in the activities of the society was particularly evident in cases of children committed under section 1 of the Industrial Schools Amendment Act 1880 which provided that a child was eligible to be sent to an industrial school if found residing with prostitutes. In such cases there was often a note of written evidence provided by an RSSPCC inspector with details of the numerous visits he made to the residence of the children investigating their situation and these findings were usually well corroborated by two police constables. Clearly, close surveillance and intrusive control of family circumstances on welfare grounds was well established in nineteenth century practices and was nothing novel by 1908.

One interesting example from my archival research on Edinburgh burgh court shows the operation in practice of section 58(1)(d) of the Children Act 1908, making it a ground for being sent to an industrial school if a child is ‘under the care of a parent or guardian who, by reason of criminal or drunken habits, is unfit to have care of the child.’ This was a case from 1909 concerning Mary Ann and James Sutherland. 82 The process was initiated by the RSSPCC inspector responding to a complaint that the children, aged eight and six, were neglected and attended school in a dishevelled state. The parents disputed the allegations and had two witnesses to support them. The inspector countered that they had previous convictions for theft, fraud and assault, were of intemperate habits and neglected their older children who were in industrial schools already. The case was deferred pending further reports and there are expansive notes of further visits and investigation by the RSSPCC, as

81 Industrial School Complaints Books for Edinburgh, Edinburgh City Archives.
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a result of which the parents seem to have dramatically improved their care of the children and the case was ultimately dropped. The notes record that,

The house was clean and tidy and also the children. The children are attending school and the mother signed the pledge on the fourth of January. The father is working constantly and keeping straight and gives his wife his wages of 15s a week.83

In line with the Garland thesis, this case could be interpreted as illustrating the extent to which the 1908 Act allowed extended scope for intervention in the domestic domain, sanctioning surveillance and invasive control of the family on welfare grounds. However, the analysis of earlier cases relating to children committed under section 1 of the Industrial Schools Amendment Act 1880 amply demonstrates that intrusion into the private sphere was already a well-established feature before the Children Act 1908.

To underline the continuities between nineteenth and twentieth century developments further, RSSPCC inspectors occupied a central role in early twentieth century probationary systems. Giving evidence to the Morton Committee, John Soutar, a Procurator Fiscal in Dunfermline in the 1920s, commented that in his experience ‘cruelty’ men made admirable probation officers: he was of the view that they were ‘men of common sense and took an interest in the children.’84

It seems fair to conclude that, although it was significant in many ways, the 1908 Act was not the decisive break with the past that has been supposed. In fact, there were very strong continuities with the Victorian criminal justice system. The evidence points to the early juvenile court being little more than a mechanism to separate children appearing in court from contact with adult offenders. And the argument that the juvenile court represented a new field of expanded intervention appears overstated in the light of the evidence that the grounds for intervention were not greatly extended by the Children Act 1908. Indeed the evidence from the examination of case material points to there being considerable capacity for social intrusion into domestic circumstances accompanied by wide scope for removal of children to institutions long before 1908. All of this points to a pattern of underlying stability in many respects.

83 Ibid.
3 The Influence of Scientific Discourse

The third key argument proposed here concerns the impact of scientific discourse. It has been widely argued that the late nineteenth century advent of new scientific theories on understanding the child, accompanied by growing recognition of the psychology of adolescence, changed responses to the young offender. For example, Martin Wiener has described how child psychology in the 1890s defined adolescence in terms of its autonomy as a stage of life. Gillis also discusses the new scientific discourse surrounding the ‘discovery’ of adolescence, noting that the concept of adolescence had replaced social origins as ‘the perceived cause of misbehaviour’. As Hendrick shows, the late nineteenth century saw the rapid development of the field of child study as children increasingly became a subject for scientific investigations, both physiological and psychological. A number of other scholars discuss the impact of this growing scientific discourse surrounding childhood with Behlmer, Garland and Bradley all referring to the significance of psychological expertise on the operation of juvenile justice.

However, it is important to note that new positivist ideas were not always greeted with universal enthusiasm. This was an area marked by ambivalence and conflict. There was sometimes a wary reception in official circles in Britain to aspects of scientific discourse, especially where the new theories emanated from continental sources, as Garland has rightly pointed out. This cautious approach was very clearly illustrated in the influential 1896 Report of the Departmental Committee on Reformatory and Industrial Schools. While the Report espoused the language of psychology in its talk of the depression faced by child inmates and the negative effects of institutionalisation on their ‘inner life’, it was not prepared to accept the new scientific discourse suggesting that children detained in the
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institutions were different from other children or required specialised treatment.\textsuperscript{94} It was entirely dismissive of the results of a system brought to its attention by witnesses, explaining an elaborate and extensively tested method that had been tried out to examine children for evidence of ‘abnormality.’\textsuperscript{95} This system was explained by expert witnesses, Dr Warner and Mr Legge. They presented the results of an investigation carrying out individual examinations of more than 100,000 children in different kinds of schools including certified industrial schools, poor law schools, orphanages and day schools. This involved examining physical development such as ‘nerve signs’ and evidence of low nutrition as well as signs of ‘mental dullness.’ The Report emphatically declared that the Committee was ‘not at all prepared to admit the theory’ that the children were physically and mentally different from others.\textsuperscript{96}

The robust terms in which ideas about the depravity of child offenders were rejected by the Report indicates that such notions did not meet with universal acceptance. Any concept of the inherent deviance of young offenders was vehemently rejected as unfounded. The Report referred approvingly to the words of the first reformatory and industrial school inspector Sydney Turner: ‘Nothing has been more certainly demonstrated in the practical development of the reformatory system than that juvenile crime has comparatively little to do with any special depravity of the offender, and very much to do with parental neglect and bad example.’\textsuperscript{97}

Refuting ideas of ‘depravity,’ the Report stressed that children in these institutions were victims of neglect whose ‘reclamation’\textsuperscript{98} could be achieved with kindness and attention. It was a manifest absurdity to stigmatise as depraved reformatory children often committed for ‘venial’ offences or young industrial school children detained because of poverty, ‘petty delinquencies,’ or the faults of parents.\textsuperscript{99} The Report also emphasised that the large numbers of children in these schools also meant that it was very unlikely that they were different from other children.

This pragmatic approach to the issue of the criminality of children was similar in tone to the assessment of the Gladstone Departmental Committee on Prisons in 1895 that criminal anthropology was an ‘embryo’ science and also its cautious approach towards scientific
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investigation which it deemed valuable but inconclusive and beset by ‘conflicting theories.’\textsuperscript{100} As Garland notes, this was only ‘passing approval.’\textsuperscript{101} But despite this limited endorsement of the new science, the Gladstone Report also stated that, ‘the great majority of prisoners are ordinary men and women amenable, more or less, to all those influences which affect persons outside.’\textsuperscript{102} These sources indicate that there was a strong current of resistance to the new scientific discourses on criminality. As previously suggested, the foreign origin of much this type of theory probably did little to assist its acceptance.\textsuperscript{103} There is also evidence that the judiciary was unimpressed by the new ideas and disinclined to have regard to them in their sentencing of offenders as Victor Bailey argues.\textsuperscript{104}

In fact there is evidence that it was not until considerably later that scientific discourse, and psychology in particular, began genuinely to colour understandings of the young offender in England, especially following the publication in 1925 of the influential psychological study \textit{The Young Delinquent} by the psychologist to the Education Department of London County Council, Cyril Burt.\textsuperscript{105} Similarly, in Scotland it was not until the 1930s that psychology began to have a tangible impact on juvenile justice as Child Guidance Clinics came into vogue and became established as a resource to which children could be referred by the courts.\textsuperscript{106}

In Scotland the evidence from the Morton Committee shows that in the mid-1920s, the influence of scientific discourse on the practical operation of the juvenile justice process continued to be far from pronounced, with evidence from experts being notably absent from the juvenile courts. In this period the main source of information provided to the courts was
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simply a police schedule. The Committee noted that a number of witnesses had described
the report on home conditions usually included in the schedule as ‘not really satisfactory or
adequate.’ In view of this the Committee recommended the establishment of an efficient
probation service in Scotland which would undertake appropriate investigations and provide
reports for the guidance of the court. It is also clear that the Morton Committee was well
aware of the scientific dimension, particularly in relation to the purported connections
between ‘mental deficiency’ and delinquency. In situations where ‘mental defect’ was
suspected it recommended that a medical examination should be carried out but, ‘for
reasons of expense,’ it was not prepared to extend this type of investigation to other, more
general, cases.

The point to be emphasised here is that by the mid-1920s scientific discourse had
permeated the outlook of the Morton Committee to a certain degree, even if this was not
reflected in the practice of the courts of the period. The Committee stated that it was ‘deeply
impressed by the necessity of careful study of the antecedents of delinquency, and in
particular of the mental, moral and physical characteristics of the offender.’ It also noted
with interest the potential value of recently established psychological clinics in Edinburgh
and Glasgow, predicting they would become ‘more prevalent when the public realise both
their need and value’ in establishing ‘the root of delinquency by determining the level of
intelligence and the emotional make-up of the individual.’ On the other hand, as we have
seen, the Committee restricted its recommendation for individual examination to certain
cases of suspected mental deficiency or associated physical defect. Significantly, the Report
was silent about the lack of access to psychological expertise in the juvenile courts: the
evidence of Edinburgh University psychologist, Dr Drever, to the Committee spoke of some
probation officers referring their clients to his newly established psychological clinic but he
stated that his clinic had no involvement in provision of expert reports or testimony for the
juvenile courts.

---
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Dr Drever’s reference to the influence of Cyril Burt on his work reflected the widespread interest in Burt’s ideas in scientific circles at this period. But, despite this growing academic interest, which was especially marked in England, the English Young Offenders Committee, like its Scottish counterpart the Morton Report, recorded that the main source of information on offenders available to English juvenile courts in the 1920s was usually a report prepared by the police. Less commonly, officers of the local education authority and probation officers would also provide information to the English juvenile courts. 114 As in Scotland, there was a notable absence of direct practical input to the courts from psychological experts.115 This was despite the increasing awareness of psychological influence on understandings of delinquency both across the UK and farther afield. But although the Committee noted that in general most English juvenile courts had no access to medical examination for young offenders there were exceptions: in the case of London a magistrate could secure expert reports, including psychological reports, for children in places of detention, an arrangement described as ‘in no sense systematized’.116 This reflected the innovative stance taken by early London juvenile courts, particularly those presided over by the pioneering magistrate William Clarke Hall, a strong advocate of juvenile probation and enthusiast of the scientific approach.117 Hall was the son-in-law of the prominent NSPCC leader Benjamin Waugh who had argued for a special tribunal for children as far back as 1873 in The Gaol Cradle – Who Rocks It? But the progressive ideas of London juvenile courts were far from typical and within the London magistrates’ bench the new ideas were not always greeted with enthusiasm. For instance one sceptical magistrate was forthright in his criticism of the new London juvenile courts:

They became the happy hunting grounds of all the cranks, male and female. Psycho-analysts, psychiatrists, Christian scientists all got to work and it was not too easy to keep them in order.119

However, there is evidence that psychology was making broader inroads into the system in other ways: for example, the English Young Offenders Committee took cognisance of the scientific approach in recognising the need for new remand provision dedicated to examining
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young offenders. But it is also worth noting the Committee's description of psychology as a ‘comparatively new science’ bedevilled by ‘sharp controversies about particular theories.’ This ambivalence sounds remarkably similar to the note of caution sounded by the Report of the Gladstone Departmental Committee on Prisons in 1895 in its assessment of ideas of criminal anthropology as an ‘embryo’ science and its reference to scientific investigation as inconclusive and beset by ‘conflicting theories.’ And, looking back to the turn of the century, the 1896 Report, as we have seen, had little time for new scientific theories.

All of this suggests that the influence of scientific discourse in Britain in the late nineteenth century may have been overstated. It indicates that new scientific theories about criminality were sometimes liable to be treated with scepticism and, ultimately, pragmatic common sense was commonly a predominant factor in practice. This suggests that at least some degree of qualification is needed of the concept supported by Wiener, Garland, Hendrick and other scholars that new knowledges had a significant role in an altered penal landscape where professional expertise in areas such as psychology and psychiatry were an important factor. Looking towards developments in the early decades of the twentieth century it is arguable that certain elements of scientific discourse, especially psychological services, took some time to become genuinely established as an expert resource for the courts as child guidance clinics began to flourish in the 1930s.

4 Concluding Comments: The Impetus for Juvenile Justice Reform

So far this paper has presented a number of key research findings which, it is argued, modify, complement or even conflict with existing scholarly work in this area. And, crucially, drawing on my wider primary research on juvenile justice in Scotland in the Victorian era, the paper proposes an alternative interpretation of juvenile justice reform, arguing that philanthropic activism started the ball of reform rolling in the mid nineteenth century. This emphasis on the importance of philanthropic forces as a catalyst of reform at this period differs from the approach of scholars who place particular stress on the years surrounding
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the birth of the welfare state as the critical time when reform processes were initiated. As was noted earlier, many scholars have identified very significant developments which accompanied the growth of the state in the early years of the twentieth century: the growing use of probation, the effect of new knowledges such as psychology and criminal anthropology as well as new political and feminist discourses.

But it has been argued here that close analysis of the interface between voluntary initiatives and state intervention in the realm of nineteenth century juvenile justice supports an alternative interpretation of reform: this indicates that the key timeframe in which the impetus for reform began was in the mid-nineteenth century, when voluntary, philanthropic activism produced the impetus for change, introducing reforms which were subsequently co-opted by the state. Viewed from this perspective, the trajectory of reform turns out to be a story about increasing centralisation during the mid-nineteenth century, about what happened when the state laid claim to the previously private territory occupied by voluntary initiatives.

This public intervention in the private sphere took shape in the form of legislative control. In the case of juvenile justice this meant statutory regulation of industrial and reformatory schools, as discussed earlier. It is important to recognise that this legislative impulse encompassed not only juvenile justice but a whole host of issues concerned with child welfare: the vulnerable child, whether delinquent, neglected, uneducated, abused or exploited in the workplace, became increasingly visible as a focus of public concern. As the previously inviolate sanctuary of the family came to be regarded as the legitimate object of official scrutiny the deluge of legislation continued. Increasingly, parents were rendered accountable to the state for the welfare of their children. Thus parents of children sent to reformatory and industrial schools were statutorily required to contribute to their children’s support. The 1870s saw the introduction of universal compulsory education with parents criminalised for failing to ensure their children’s attendance at school. The home was no longer a castle if there was any suspicion of child abuse. For example, from the 1860s medical professionals pressed for legislative intervention to protect unwanted infants from infanticidal ‘baby farming’ practices conducted in private homes, a campaign which led to the 1872 Infant Life Protection Act. From the 1880s philanthropic concern about the wider
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issue of child abuse saw the rise of the formidable National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. As we have seen, this was a voluntary organisation dedicated to the care and protection of vulnerable children with a network of local inspectors, ‘cruelty men’, ready to investigate suspected cases of child abuse.\textsuperscript{130} The society campaigned doggedly for legislation on child protection issues and saw its efforts bear fruit with the 1889 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act; like the Children Act 1908, this was given the accolade the Children’s Charter. The 1880s also saw the culmination of a long period of agitation by social purity groups concerned about juvenile prostitution: their campaign to raise the age of consent began with a failed bill in 1857 and continued until the 1885 Criminal Law Amendment Act finally raised the age of consent to 16.\textsuperscript{131}

The point to note here is that from the mid nineteenth century, and especially from the 1870s onwards, there was unprecedented public focus on child welfare issues which was reflected in a large body of legislation concerned with the protection of children.\textsuperscript{132} Inevitably, this was a process accompanied by intrusion into the private domain of the family as issues such as neglect of children within the home came under official scrutiny, indicating that extensive intervention into domestic life was well established in the nineteenth century.

This is the wider context in which juvenile justice reform should be viewed. In the light of this interpretation the Children Act 1908 which created the juvenile court assumes shrinking significance, appearing to be less of a watershed statute and more a staging post already well signposted by earlier developments. All of this emphasises the underlying pattern of stability and continuity with the nineteenth century history.
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